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1. Achieved results
I see the result of the work in several areas. Firstly, it is the design of the supporting steel core of the
sample for measuring the rubber materials damping parameters according to the client’s requirements
and criteria. Second, it is a parametric study, which is the basis of the new sample core design and
provides wider insight for sample design assessment. The third part of the results is the delimitation
of an area unsuitable for further development if the proposed design will not be found to be
satisfactory during testing.

2. Problematics of thesis
The present diploma thesis deals with the design of the supporting core of the experimental sample
for the measurement of rubber damping properties. The methodology of the measurement itself is
based on procedures according to the standard, but the aim of the experimental measurement is to
evaluate the damping parameters not only from the bending shapes of the sample vibration. The
purpose of the work is to design suitable samples, even with regard to the available measurement
HW, mainly shaker capabilities.

3. Student’s proceed to work at thesis
The student's work style was strong and sustained. During the initial phase he started with preparation
of the methodology and procedure of the computational solution on the imaginary geometry. The
student tried to understand the problem and studied the progress of the experiment as well as the
actual application of railway wheels dampers.

4. Formal essentials of thesis
The formal aspect of diploma thesis complies with the prescribed requirements. The text is factual,
clearly structured and provides a comprehensive overview of the work done.

5. Questions to student
Q1: Why the modal mass is used as a criterium for design assessment?

Q2: Which kind of modes are considered in modal mass kritérium, have you processed the modes by
its shapes during the design variants comparison?

Q3: Did you check whether the considered modes are excitable by vibration shaker as is expected for
a measurement?

6. General revaluation of thesis
The submitted diploma thesis proves that the student is familiar with the solved problematics, that he
mastered the essence and purpose of thoughtful experimental tests and he was able to contribute
effectively in the research and development process of railway wheel noise dampers. I recommend
the thesis for defence.
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